
Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Tuning guns, reloading - all the usual lockdown stuff. Anything happenin' out there?

Rule Review:

Can you use a prop to support yourself while shooting?

Yes...unless prohibited by stage instructions. (It is allowed because there is deemed to be no
competitive advantage in doing so.)

BUT, what if a shooter is shooting in a duelist category and they support themselves with their
off hand leaning on a shelf? 

It says in the rules that a duelist must cock and fire their revolver one-handed and unsupported.
Therefore, leaning on the shelf is allowed.  The “unsupported” means the revolver, hand and
shooting arm may not be touched by the off hand, except when dealing with a malfunction or
when transferring a gun from one hand to the other.  If the duelist shooter were to brace their
shooting arm against a window frame as an example, that would constitute a breach of the rule.

You can get my latest covid updates here.

The classifieds still have things moving - lots of new lady's stuff coming up this week. 

You can help fight the gun ban by supporting advocacy groups such as The Gun Blog The
Canadian Shooting Sports Association, The Canadian Coalition for Firearms Rights or the
National Firearms Association (among others). If you want to donate to any of the legal
proceedings fighting the bans, there is info here.

Next Matches: Covid lockdown - not until May at the earliest - stay tuned!

Details are on the OSASF Website
Contact us here
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